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Scope: 

In an effort to foster motor sport and competition among peers, The WCRA and UBCSCC are 
promoting two events over two weekends of driving adventure. This series is intended to revive the 

passion of competition experienced by motor sport enthusiasts of days past. 
promoting two events over two weekends of driving adventure. This series is intended to revive the 

passion of competition experienced by motor sport enthusiasts of days past. 
  

JURISDICTION and STATUS: JURISDICTION and STATUS: 
Each event will be held under and run by each respective clubs rules, regulations and insurance. Points 
and Placing will be awarded by each respective club based on event results. The SCC is not part of any 

other championship series. 

Each event will be held under and run by each respective clubs rules, regulations and insurance. Points 
and Placing will be awarded by each respective club based on event results. The SCC is not part of any 

other championship series. 
  

To qualify for the Surface Change Challenge, a competitor must participate in both: To qualify for the Surface Change Challenge, a competitor must participate in both: 
WCRA Rallycross on Ice on March 3rdWCRA Rallycross on Ice on March 3rd

UBCSCC Autocross Slush Event on March 10th
With the same vehicle competing at both events. 

 
Prizes will be awarded for participation and special prize packs will go to the Top 3 Fastest Entrants 

 
Important notes:  

Due to rallycross regulations convertibles are not eligible to compete in rallycross  
 

Due to regulations at the Pitt Meadows venue, cars cannot run on studded tires and must adhere to a 
strict 92db exhaust note limit. Cars must also follow the good neighbour policy while in the venue 
http://www.ubcscc.com/good-neighbour-policy. While 92db is the actual limit, if a car makes some 
annoying noises or tire squeal but they still measure below 92db, there is a possibility they will be 

parked. 
Competitors are responsible for ensuring they comply with rules for both events, Organizers are not 

responsible for disqualifications or denied entries due to rule violations.  
For entry to each event visit 

http://www.rallybc.com
http://www.ubcscc.com/

  
SCORING  

Scores will be tallied as Cumulative Time over both events, with the slowest run of each run set 
dropped (ie 1 dropped from the morning set). PAX Modifiers will not be used, Scoring will use raw 
times with penalties. Cone penalties will be decided by each respective club. WCRA DNF modifiers 

will be used, equating to the slowest run of the day with 00:15.0 seconds added. 
 

Questions and Comments: jason@rallybc.com

http://www.ubcscc.com/good-neighbour-policy
http://www.rallybc.com/
http://www.ubcscc.com/

